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DOO-WOP WED WIDING HOOD

Book by CHARLIE LOVETT
Music and lyrics by BILL FRANCOEUR

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Appearance)

# of lines

MRS. HOOD ..............................Little Red Riding Hood’s 24
couch-potato mother

MR. HOOD ................................her couch-potato father 24
LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD ..........young lady 33
NARRATOR #1 ...........................controls with click of remote 8
NARRATOR #2 ...........................same as above 9
MEDIUM PURPLE

RIDING HOOD .....................Little Red’s brainy sister 23
BIG GREEN RIDING HOOD ..........her athletic sister 24
KING ........................................of Wychwood-under-Ooze 24
QUEEN .....................................same 31
WISE PRINCE JASON .................same; wears glasses 30
STRONG PRINCE JUSTIN ............same 31
SOPHIE ....................................lady in waiting 13
EMMA ......................................another 11
LOUD PRINCE FRANK .................of Wychwood-under-Ooze 33
FAIRY GODMOTHER ...................can’t have a fairy tale  31

without one
GRANDMOTHER ........................not your typical grandmother 24
LOUISE THE UPS GAL ................wears her brown shorts well 14
EVIL QUEEN ..............................enough said 20
BIG BAD WOLF ..........................maybe not as bad as you think;  22

an Elvis-type
GERALD ....................................front half of a dragon 18
OSWALD ...................................back half of a dragon 19
CHORUS/EXTRAS ......................as lords, ladies and woodland  n/a

animals
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SYNOPSIS OF SCENES

Time:  Back in fairy-tale time.
Place:  The Kingdom of Wychwood-under-Ooze.

SETTING
There are four main playing areas, which can be established by a few 
quick prop changes and shifts in stage lighting. A small love seat 
serves to indicate the home of the Hoods, located EXTREME DOWN 
RIGHT. EXTREME DOWN LEFT is Grandmother’s cottage (no props 
required). Place two thrones UPSTAGE when representing the castle 
interior and a bed when representing the royal guest room. DOWN 
CENTER represents the forest. The rest of the stage can be decorated 
as a fairy-tale forest with the outlines of trees in the background. All 
scenes can be played against this backdrop.
There are three specifi c EXITS:  EXTREME DOWN RIGHT for the Hood’s 
home, EXTREME DOWN LEFT for Grandmother’s cottage and UP RIGHT 
for the castle scenes. Various EXITS are used during the woods scenes. 
NARRATORS use DOWN RIGHT and DOWN LEFT EXITS.
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SEQUENCE OF MUSICAL NUMBERS

MC 1 Doo-Wop Wed Widing
 Hood—Prologue ........................... Ensemble
MC 2 Boys, Boys! .................................. Little Red, Medium 

Purple, Big Green
MC 2a Royalty Fanfare ............................. Instrumental
MC 2b The Godmother’s Fanfare .............. Instrumental
MC 2c The Godmother’s Fanfare .............. Instrumental
MC 3 Wooing Wittle Wed  
 Widing Hood ................................. Frank, Justin, Jason, 

King, Queen, Emma, 
Sophie, Godmother, 
optional chorus of lords 
and ladies

MC 4 The Evil Queen ............................. Evil Queen, The Hoods, 
Louise, Big Green, 
Medium Purple

MC 5 The Fairy-Tale Blues ...................... Evil Queen, Fairy 
Godmother

MC 6 On This Night ............................... Little Red, Grandmother, 
Wolf, chorus of 
woodland animals

MC 6a Royalty Fanfare ............................. Instrumental
MC 7 Celebration Tonight ....................... Ensemble (except Jason 

and Justin)
MC 7a Doo-Wop Wed Widing Hood
 —Epilogue ................................... Ensemble
MC 7b Curtain Call—Celebration Tonight ... Instrumental
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DOO-WOP WED WIDING HOOD

PROLOGUE
HOUSELIGHTS DOWN. MUSIC CUE 1:  “Doo-Wop Wed Widing Hood—
Prologue.” ENSEMBLE ENTERS DOWN RIGHT and DOWN LEFT in front 
of the curtain and fi les across the front of the STAGE. STAGE LIGHTS 
UP when ENSEMBLE is in place.
GIRLS:  (Sing.) Come on, everybody, gonna party tonight!
GUYS:  (Sing; as if riding a motorcycle.)

Take a ride, pretty baby, gotta hold on tight!
ALL:  (Sing.) Gonna take you on a trip over hill and dale.

You’ll scream and wail!
It’s a 1950s rock ’n’ roll fairy tale!

GIRLS:  (A shout.) Cool, daddy-o!
GUYS:  (Sing.) Doo-wop Wed Widing Hood!
GIRLS:  (Sing.) Everybody sing it!
GUYS:  (Sing.) Doo-wop Wed Widing Hood!
GIRLS:  (Sing.) Everybody shout it!
GUYS:  (Sing.) Doo-wop!
ALL:  (Sing.) What’s the word from the bird?!
GIRLS:  (Sing.) Come on, everybody, gonna shake it tonight!
GUYS:  (Sing.) Gonna dance with my baby, gotta cuddle up tight!
ALL:  (Sing.) Gonna stomp, gonna stroll over hill and dale.

You’ll scream and wail!
It’s a 1950s rock ’n’ roll fairy tale!

GIRLS:  (A shout.) Like, wow, daddy-o!
GUYS:  (Sing.) Doo-wop Wed Widing Hood!
GIRLS:  (Sing.) Everybody sing it!
GUYS:  (Sing.) Doo-wop Wed Widing Hood!
GIRLS:  (Sing.) Everybody shout it!
GUYS:  (Sing.) Doo-wop!
ALL:  (Sing.) What’s the word from the bird?!

A red cape, a basket, a tisket, a tasket!
Good golly, Miss Molly, she’s one cool dolly,
Gettin’ her kicks today!
She’s on her way!

GUYS:  (Sing.) Doo-wop Wed Widing Hood!
GIRLS:  (Sing.) Everybody sing it!
GUYS:  (Sing.) Doo-wop Wed Widing Hood!
GIRLS:  (Sing.) Everybody shout it!
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GUYS:  (Sing.) Doo-wop!
ALL:  (Sing.) What’s the word from the bird?!

Word from the bird?!
Everybody sing it!

GIRLS:  (Sing.) GUYS:  (Sing.)
Yeah, yeah, yeah!  Doo-wop Wed Widing Hood!
Ooo.  Doo-wop Wed Widing Hood!

ALL:  (Sing.) Doo-wop Wed Widing Hood! (MUSIC OUT. BLACKOUT.)
End of PROLOGUE

Scene One
BEFORE LIGHTS UP:  At the home of the HOODS. As the play opens, 
MR. and MRS. HOOD are seated on a couch EXTREME DOWN RIGHT, 
watching an imaginary television. MRS. HOOD rises and faces the 
AUDIENCE.
MRS. HOOD:  (To AUDIENCE.) Hey! Would you folks mind quieting down? 

We’re trying to watch TV here.
MR. HOOD:  (Rises to look at AUDIENCE.) Yeah, we don’t come into your 

living room and make a racket. (STAGE LIGHTS UP.) Now, let’s see 
what’s on. (Points a large remote control, as if he were changing 
channels.)

LITTLE RED:  (ENTERS EXTREME DOWN RIGHT, carrying a Hula Hoop.) 
Mom, Dad? Can I go outside and play with my Hula Hoop when 
I fi nish emptying the dishwasher? (The HOODS do not respond. 
LITTLE RED gives an exasperated sigh and EXITS.)

MRS. HOOD:  We’ve already seen this episode. Find something new. 
(MR. HOOD again makes as if he is switching channels.) This looks 
good. It’s one of those musical shows—look, it’s Andy Williams. 
(The HOODS settle into their couch.)

LITTLE RED:  (RE-ENTERS, still with Hula Hoop. MR. HOOD sets down the 
remote.) Hey, Mom! Dad! I fi nished with the dishes. I think I’ll go 
outside and play with my Hula Hoop. It’s such a beautiful day.

MR. HOOD:  But there’s so much TV to watch. (Looks around under 
cushions, on fl oor, etc.) Now where did that newfangled remote 
controller go?

NARRATOR #1:  (ENTERS DOWN LEFT with a different remote control 
and points it at the HOODS and LITTLE RED, who FREEZE. At the 
same time, NARRATOR #2 ENTERS DOWN RIGHT.) Wow, the pause 
button really works! What did you say this thing is called?

NARRATOR #2:  It’s the Zenith Space Command remote control. 
The one these folks have only changes channels, but this one is 
special—it does all sorts of things.
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NARRATOR #1:  Like freezing the action?
NARRATOR #2:  Exactly, and that will give us a chance to explain to all 

these nice people what’s going on at the Hood household.
NARRATOR #1:  That’s right, folks. This is the home of the Hoods. Mr. 

and Mrs. Hood spend most of their time there on the couch in front 
of their black and white TV set. (Points the remote control at the 
HOODS, who UNFREEZE.)

MR. HOOD:  Boy, some popcorn sure would taste good. (NARRATOR #1 
clicks the remote again and the HOODS FREEZE.)

NARRATOR #2:  They live with their daughter, Little Red Riding Hood. 
(NARRATOR #1 points the remote control at LITTLE RED RIDING 
HOOD, and she UNFREEZES.)

LITTLE RED:  Fine, I’ll make you some. (To AUDIENCE.) They’re too lazy 
to make it themselves. Boy, my parents are really from dullsville.

NARRATOR #1:  (Clicks the remote again, FREEZING LITTLE RED.) Poor 
Little Red Riding Hood—she has lazy parents, and she suffers 
from all the problems of being the youngest child.

NARRATOR #2:  There are other children?
NARRATOR #1:  Oh, I’m sorry. I almost forgot. (Clicks the remote 

control again. MEDIUM PURPLE RIDING HOOD and BIG GREEN 
RIDING HOOD ENTER EXTREME DOWN RIGHT, talking to each other. 
MEDIUM PURPLE wears glasses and carries a book. She has all the 
appearances of a “brain.” BIG GREEN is dressed in workout attire 
and appears to be a jock.)

MEDIUM PURPLE:  Justin is defi nitely a dream boat—the cutest prince 
in the kingdom.

BIG GREEN:  Nah-uuh! Jason is much cuter. (Dreamy.) He’s the most!
NARRATOR #1:  (Clicks remote and FREEZES MEDIUM PURPLE and 

BIG GREEN.) Meet Little Red Riding Hood’s older sisters, Big Green 
Riding Hood and Medium Purple Riding Hood. (Clicks and the 
THREE GIRLS UNFREEZE.)

BIG GREEN:  Anyway, Justin would never marry you. You’re too much 
of a brain.

MEDIUM PURPLE:  Well, Jason wouldn’t even ask you on a date. I 
don’t think he’s into weight lifting. (MUSIC CUE 2:  “Boys, Boys!”)

LITTLE RED:  (Speaks.) If you ask me, Frank’s the cutest. And he’s the 
only one who’s not stuck up.

ALL:  (Sing.) Boys, boys! You can’t live with ’em!
Boys, boys! You can’t live without ’em!
Boys, boys! They like to poke fun,
But still I’m gonna get me one!
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MEDIUM PURPLE:  (Sings.) I want a boy who is brilliant and bright!
BIG GREEN:  (Sings.) I want a boy who is strong!
LITTLE RED:  (Sings.) I want a boy who is tender and kind,

Who would serenade all night long!
ALL:  (Sing.) Boys, boys! You can’t live with ’em!

Boys, boys! You can’t live without ’em!
Dumb and fl aky as a hamburger bun,
But still I’m gonna get me one.

BIG GREEN:  (Sings.) I want a boy who’s got muscles galore!
MEDIUM PURPLE:  (Sings.) I want a boy with a brain!
LITTLE RED:  (Sings.) I want a boy who caresses my hand

While we walk down lover’s lane! (They swoon and sigh.)
ALL:  (Sing.) Boys, boys! You can’t live with ’em!

Boys, boys! You can’t live without ’em!
Crude and classy as Attila the Hun,
But still I’m gonna get me one!

BIG GREEN:  (Sings.) I want the biceps, a fi ne work of art!
MEDIUM PURPLE:  (Sings.)

Who cares about biceps? He’s got to be smart!
LITTLE RED:  (Sings.)

Stop all the chatter, his looks shouldn’t matter
’Long as he’s got heart!

ALL:  (Sing.) Till death do us part!
Boys, boys! You can’t live with ’em!
Boys, boys! You can’t live without ’em!
Boys are nasty, we should be on the run
But still I’m gonna get me one!
Someday I’m gonna get me one.
Boys, boys, made to annoy!
Boys, boys, like a wind-up toy!
Someday I’m gonna get me,
Really gonna get me,
Someday I’m gonna get me one! (They swoon and sign, then change 
their minds. Speak in rhythm.) I think. (MUSIC OUT. BIG GREEN and 
MEDIUM PURPLE EXIT, followed OUT by LITTLE RED.)

NARRATOR #2:  Well, I think that’s about all you need to know to get 
the story started. If you get confused, just call us, and we’ll hit the 
trusty pause button and explain everything. (BLACKOUT.)

End of Scene One
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Scene Two
LIGHTS UP:  On the Royal Palace. MUSIC CUE 2a (SFX):  FANFARE. 
KING, QUEEN, JUSTIN, JASON, SOPHIE and EMMA ENTER UP RIGHT.
KING:  (Addresses AUDIENCE.) Greetings, fair subjects, I, King… (The 

QUEEN has been tapping on his shoulder and he responds to her.) 
What is it?

QUEEN:  You have to be introduced, dear. You can’t just start talking.
KING:  Why, of course. Fetch the narrators.
SOPHIE:  I can’t, Your Majesty, they’re on break.
QUEEN:  I beg your pardon?
EMMA:  They’re in the narrators’ union, Your Majesty. They get a ten-

minute break after every scene.
KING:  (Quietly to SOPHIE.) Well, perhaps you could introduce me.
SOPHIE:  I could try, Your Majesty. (Steps forward and begins her 

introduction after much throat clearing. To AUDIENCE.) Ladies and 
gentlemen, I give you a great king, a great humanitarian, a dear 
friend of mine, and a man who needs no introduction. (There are 
a few beats of silence as EVERYONE waits for her to go on, but she 
steps aside.)

QUEEN:  Quite right, quite right. (Begins to applaud and glares at JUSTIN 
and JASON until they do the same.)

KING:  Greetings, fair subjects. I stand before you as your king…
EMMA:  And a man who needs no introduction.
KING:  Yes, I stand before you as your un-introduced king to make an 

announcement of great importance. (Pulls out a piece of paper.) 
Ahem. (Reads.) “Be sure to pick up milk when you go to the store.”

SOPHIE/EMMA:  Here, here.
KING:  I beg your pardon, ladies and gentlemen, I’m not sure that’s the 

right piece of paper.
QUEEN:  (Pulls out a piece of paper.) Here it is.
KING:  Excellent. Why don’t you make the announcement, Your 

Majesty?
QUEEN:  Can I really? Why, thank you, Your Excellency. (Reads.) “The 

King and Queen of Wychwood-under-Ooze decree this day that their 
three sons, Strong Prince Justin, Wise Prince Jason, and…”

FRANK:  (Runs ON UP RIGHT, shouting loudly.) Here I am, Mom!
QUEEN:  (Finishes.) “…Loud Prince Frank, are of age to be married.”
KING:  So, my sons, the time has come for you to choose your brides. 

Do you have any ideas, or should we place personals ads in The 
Kingdom Daily News?
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EMMA:  Ooh, what about Rapunzel? She has her own pad, and you’d 
never have to pay for a haircut.

SOPHIE:  Or Goldilocks. I hear she’s a whiz at making porridge just 
right.

JUSTIN:  No. I, Strong Prince Justin—who lifted the great Boulder of 
Bragoo, who wrestled with the mighty crocodile in the River Ooze, 
who bench-pressed my own mother—will use my amazing physical 
prowess to woo fair Red Riding Hood for my bride.

EMMA:  Red Riding Hood—what’s so great about her?
JASON:  Not so fast, my brother. For I, Wise Prince Jason—who won 

the Math Olympics at the age of three, who graduated from college 
at the age of six, and who, this very morning, won the Nobel Prize 
for economics—will use my astonishing intellect to woo fair Red 
Riding Hood for my bride.

SOPHIE:  Red Riding Hood doesn’t even ride. They should just call her 
Red Hood.

QUEEN:  What about you, Frank?
FRANK:  (As always, he delivers his lines in an exceptionally loud voice.) 

I’m not really keen on getting married, but if she’s good enough for 
Strong Jason and Wise Justin—

JUSTIN:  I’m strong, he’s wise.
FRANK:  Right. Well, if she’s good enough for my brothers, I suppose 

she’s good enough for me. So I, Loud Prince Frank—who ate waffl es 
for breakfast this morning, who takes the bus to school each day, 
who, dare I say it, rides his Schwinn bicycle in the castle parking 
lot—will use my… well, I will woo Wed Widing… oh, I’ll just ask Red 
Riding Hood out on a date.

SOPHIE:  But they can’t all three woo Red Riding Hood. I mean, she’d 
have to have a different poodle skirt for every suitor, and she only 
has the one hood.

EMMA:  Although you have to admit, red really is her color.
QUEEN:  You are right, kind Sophie. We must fi nd a way to choose 

which prince may court Miss Hood.
JUSTIN:  We could have a weight-lifting competition.
JASON:  We could all take the SAT.
FRANK:  (Shrugs.) Rock, paper, scissors?
QUEEN:  I don’t think any of those is quite right for a fairy tale. What 

do you think, my dear?
KING:  I think this sounds like a job for a certain someone I know. 

(Assumes the voice of a cartoon narrator.) Yes, out of the dark 
night—
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SOPHIE:  But it’s ten o’clock in the morning.
EMMA:  Hush, he’s on a roll.
KING:  Out of the dark night, fl ying on wings of magic and possessing 

powers beyond those of any mere mortal, it’s the Fairy Godmother. 
(MUSIC CUE 2b [SFX]:  FANFARE. SPOTLIGHT UP on LEFT ENTRANCE, 
but no one appears.) The Fairy Godmother! (MUSIC CUE 2c [SFX]:  
FANFARE. Still no Godmother. Calls OFF.) Would somebody please 
send on The Fairy Godmother?

GODMOTHER:  (After a beat, stumbles ON UP RIGHT, wings askew.) 
Sorry, Your Majesty, I was at bridge club. I didn’t know you would 
be needing me today.

KING:  We have a problem, Fairy G.
QUEEN:  The time has come for our sons to marry, but each desires to 

court the same lady.
JUSTIN:  So how can we decide who gets to woo Wed Widing Hood?
SOPHIE:  Red Riding Hood.
JUSTIN:  Sorry.
GODMOTHER:  Why, that’s easy. Is this a fairy tale?
EMMA:  Take a look around you—what do you think?
GODMOTHER:  Well then, I must set three tasks for the princes to 

perform.
FRANK:  Does it have to be three?
GODMOTHER:  This is a fairy tale, young prince. Don’t you know that 

things always come in threes in fairy tales? “Goldilocks and the 
Three Bears,” “The Three Little Pigs”…

JASON:  (Sarcastic.) “Snow White and the Three Dwarfs.”
GODMOTHER:  Precisely! So, the brothers must perform three tasks. 

Whoever succeeds at all three will win the right to woo Wed Widing 
Hood.

KING:  Red Riding Hood.
JUSTIN:  I will be the fi rst to woo Wed Widing Hood!
KING:  Red Riding Hood.
JASON:  No, I will be the fi rst to woo Wed Widing Hood!
KING:  Red Riding Hood. (MUSIC CUE 3:  “Wooing Wittle Wed Widing 

Hood.”)
FRANK:  (Speaks.) I hate to rattle your cage big brothers, but I, Loud 

Prince Frank, will be the fi rst to woo Wed Widing Hood.
KING:  (Throws up his arms in frustration. Speaks.) Ah, what’s the use! 

(CHORUS of LORDS and LADIES ENTERS singing, if desired.)
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ALL:  (Sing.) Woo woo woo woo!
Woo woo woo!
Woo woo woo woo!
Wooing Wittle Wed Widing Hood! (OPTIONAL BACKUP VOCALS 
CONTINUE UNDER. [See MUSIC SCORE.])

JUSTIN:  (Sings.) Oh, I will be the fi rst to woo Wed Widing Hood,
It’s here I draw the line.
Wittle Wed will be mine!

OTHERS:  (Sing.) Wooing Wittle Wed Widing Hood!
JASON:  (Sings.) No, I will be the fi rst to woo Wed Widing Hood,

I’ll win her by design.
Wittle Wed will be mine!

OTHERS:  (Sing.) Wooing Wittle Wed Widing Hood!
FRANK:  (Sings.) Hey, I will win this contest, brothers,

Just you wait and see.
And when that curtain fi nally falls,
She’ll have a date with me!
Yes, I will be the fi rst to woo Wed Widing Hood.
I know, come rain or shine,
Wittle Wed will be mine!

OTHERS:  (Sing.) Wooing Wittle Wed Widing Hood! (DANCE/ 
INSTRUMENTAL INTERLUDE.)

JUSTIN/JASON/FRANK:  (Sing.)
I will be the fi rst to woo Wed Widing Hood,
And when we wine and dine.
Wittle Wed will be mine!

OTHERS:  (Sing.) Wooing Wittle Wed Widing Hood!
JUSTIN/JASON/FRANK:  (Sing.)

Yes, I will be the fi rst to woo Wed Widing Hood,
And here’s the bottom line…
Wittle Wed will be mine!

OTHERS:  (Sing.) Wooing Wittle Wed Widing Hood!
JUSTIN/JASON/FRANK:  (Sing.) She’ll be mine!

She’ll be mine!
She’ll be mine!

ALL:  (Sing.) Woo, woo woo!
Woo, woo woo!
Woo, woo, woo, woo!
Wooing Wittle Wed Widing Hood! (MUSIC OUT.)

GODMOTHER:  And so, disperse. I will call to you when the fi rst task is 
set. (ALL except GODMOTHER EXIT UP RIGHT. GODMOTHER speaks 
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to the AUDIENCE.) It’s a shame I have no idea how to set tasks. 
All I can do is watch Red Riding Hood in my crystal ball and hope 
something comes up. (Starts to EXIT.) Did I hear a snicker? You 
don’t believe I can see in my crystal ball? I assure you, it is the 
fi nest crystal that fi fty cents and a trip to the fi ve and dime can 
buy! (BLACKOUT.)

End of Scene Two

Scene Three
LIGHTS UP:  On a cottage in the woods, EXTREME DOWN LEFT. 
GRANDMOTHER ENTERS, sweeping the fl oor and humming to herself. 
As she speaks, JUSTIN ENTERS, followed IN by JASON and FRANK.
GRANDMOTHER:  (Looks up and sees AUDIENCE.) Why, hello there. You 

know who I am, don’t you? I’m the sweet little grandmother who 
lives in the woods. I’m an archetype.

JUSTIN:  What’s an archetype?
JASON:  Really, brother, you are exceptionally dull. An archetype is a 

character who has appeared over and over throughout the history 
of literature.

GRANDMOTHER:  Why, what a clever boy you are. Is that a Nobel Prize 
medal you’re wearing?

JUSTIN:  It’s only for economics. It’s not like he won for peace or 
chemistry.

JASON:  Good Grandmother, we have come to you for advice. We each 
wish to wed your granddaughter, fair Red Riding Hood.

FRANK:  Except me, I just want to go on a date with her.
JUSTIN:  But we don’t know anything about her.
JASON:  Can you tell us about her? Is she bright?
JUSTIN:  Is she strong?
FRANK:  How is her hearing?
GRANDMOTHER:  Well, Red Riding Hood is a kind and gentle girl, as 

you must know, because after all, this is a fairy tale. But there are 
a few things you might not know about her. Let me see… she loves 
waffl es for breakfast.

JASON:  Did you know that the average waffl e has over three hundred 
calories, most of them from carbohydrates and fat?

JUSTIN:  I once lifted 500 gallon vat of waffl e mix with one hand.
FRANK:  I like waffl es for breakfast.
GRANDMOTHER:  And she takes the bus to school in the morning.
JASON:  In the future the internal combustion engine will be replaced 

by the same technology used in fl ying saucers.
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PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES
ONSTAGE:

The Hood residence:  Love seat or couch
Grandma’s cottage:  Bare stage
Castle scenes:  Two thrones, a bed

BROUGHT ON, Scene One:
Two large remote controls (MR. HOOD, NARRATOR #1)
Book (MEDIUM PURPLE)

BROUGHT ON, Scene Two:
Two slips of paper (KING, QUEEN)

BROUGHT ON, Scene Three:
Broom (GRAND)
Bowl of popcorn, basket of cookies, map (LITTLE RED)
Large remote control (NARRATOR #2)
Clipboard, envelope with letter (LOUISE)
Piece of paper (BIG GREEN, MEDIUM PURPLE)

BROUGHT ON, Scene Five:
Map (JASON)
Uprooted tree [or branch] (JUSTIN)
Broom (GRANDMOTHER)
Business card (OSWALD)

BROUGHT ON, Scene Seven:
Basket of cookies (LITTLE RED)
Garden rake (WOLF)
Piece of paper (GRANDMOTHER)

BROUGHT ON, Scene Eight:
Résumé (OSWALD)
Can of peas (EVIL QUEEN)

BROUGHT ON, Scene Nine:
Large remote control (NARRATOR #1)

COSTUMES
In general, costumes should be in the style of fairy-tale characters with 

a 1950s fl air when possible.
The HOODS may be dressed in bathrobes, as if they never leave the 

house. MRS. HOOD may wear her hair in curlers.
LITTLE RED, MEDIUM PURPLE and BIG GREEN should wear poodle 

skirts and capes with hoods in the appropriate colors. MEDIUM 
PURPLE wears glasses.
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JASON wears glasses throughout the play and a medal in Scene 
Three.

LOUISE wears the standard UPS delivery uniform:  brown shirt and 
shorts.

The dragon costume may have an ad hoc appearance. GERALD and 
OSWALD may dress in green sweat clothes under the dragon 
costume. A dragon headpiece may be fashioned to fi t on GERALD 
like a baseball cap, and the rest of the costume can be made from 
green shades of cloth with torn or ragged edges.

The WOLF can wear an Elvis pompadour wig or styled haircut and a 
fl ashy Elvis costume, if desired. If you choose not to go the Elvis 
route, a shaggy wig, some judiciously applied make-up, overalls 
and a fl annel shirt should suffi ce.

The CHORUS can dress as LORDS and LADIES for “Wooing Wittle 
Wed Widing Hood” and “Celebration Tonight” and as WOODLAND 
ANIMALS for “On This Night,” donning simple ears and tails or full-
on furry animal suits—whatever fi ts your budget and timeline!

SOUND EFFECTS
Fanfare, doorbell, thunder

LIGHTING EFFECTS
Flashing lights

ABOUT THE CHORUS
If you’re looking to stir up some extra laughs, you might have the 
WOODLAND ANIMALS sing with high-pitched voices à la Alvin and the 
Chipmunks.

LINE COUNT
The number of lines listed in the cast of characters is simply a tool for 
the director to use in casting. Whether a character’s line consists of 
one word or is a longer monologue, it counts as a single line. There is a 
natural tendency to judge a role by the number of lines, so keep in mind 
the famous words of Konstantin Stanislavsky—“Remember:  there are 
no small parts, only small actors!”
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We hope you’ve enjoyed    
this script sample. 
We encourage you to read the entire script before making 
your final decision.

You may order a paper preview copy or gain instant 
access to the complete script online through our E-view 
program. We invite you to learn more and create an 
account at www.pioneerdrama.com/E-view.

Thank you for your interest in our plays and musicals. If you’d 
like advice on other plays or musicals to read, our customer 
service representatives are happy to assist you when you call 
800.333.7262 during normal business hours.

www.pioneerdrama.com

800.333.7262
Outside of North America 303.779.4035 
Fax 303.779.4315

PO Box 4267
Englewood, CO  80155-4267

We’re here to help!


